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Why

“Catch the Buzz”?
Malaria: A word that raises concern for millions of parents and children
around the world. 200 million people contract malaria every year and
as many as 600,000 people die. The effect is more widespread even
than that, challenging communities and devastating economies.
In the face of such tragedy, it is easy to feel overwhelmed. But the good
news, the amazing news, is that malaria is entirely preventable and
treatable. Since 2009, the ELCA has been actively involved in this battle.
Already more than $11 million has been raised, and through partnerships
with our colleagues on the ground in malaria-ravaged areas, countless
lives have been saved and changed. Through our hands, God is working
to bring resurrection in the midst of the death caused by malaria.
Catch the Buzz! invites children to add their hands, their voices, their
minds and their hearts to being a part of God’s work in the world.
Through Bible stories, games, crafts, snacks, stories and songs, children
will learn about malaria and how it is affecting children around the
world. They will also have the opportunity to join in the fight to end
malaria. But, most importantly, children will learn about how much
God loves them and all God’s children. They will experience how God
works through their hands and the hands of others to make a real
difference in the world for God’s people. “God’s work. Our hands.”
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Daily Theme Outline
DAY I

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5
4

Fight the Fever!

Jesus has compassion on the sick and
heals them. With our friends in Africa,
we can follow Jesus’ example and
“rebuke” malaria.

Bible Story: Luke 4:38-40 Jesus heals
Peter’s mother-in-law
Memory Verse: Psalm 30:2 “O Lord
my God, I cried to you for help, and you
have healed me.”

When Malaria
says “STOP,”
Jesus says “GO!”

Bible Story: Mark 10:13-16 Jesus
blesses the children

Family Around
the World

Bible Story: Acts 2:42-47 The early
church shares their resources and
works together

So many things tell us we can’t because
we aren’t big enough, strong enough or
good enough. But in Jesus’ eyes we are
more than enough. Where the world
says stop, Jesus says go.

We are part of a global church family
that still supports and cares for one
another just as the early church did.

Together We Can
Do More
When we join together with
others, there’s nothing God
cannot do through us.

Love in Action

Through God, every gift is a treasure.

Memory Verse: Mark 9:37a “[Jesus]
said, ‘Whoever welcomes one such
child in my name welcomes me.’”

Memory Verse: 1 Corinthians 12:12
“For just as the body is one and has
many members… so it is with Christ.”

Bible Story: Mark 2:3-12 Friends help
a paralyzed man reach Jesus
Memory Verse: Matthew 18:20 “For
where two or three are gathered in
my name, I am there among them.”

Bible Story: Luke 21:1-4
The widow’s offering
Memory Verse: 1 John 3:18 “Little
children, let us love, not in word or
speech, but in truth and action.”

Daily Schedule
9:00 – 9:30

Large Group Opening

9:30 – 10:00

Rotation 1

10:00 – 10:30

Rotation 2

10:30 – 11:00

Rotation 3

11:00 – 11:30

Rotation 4

11:30 – 12:00

Large Group Closing

Overview of
Daily Activities
Large Group Opening

Rotations

Large Group Closing

• Welcome and Prayer
• Theme Song
• Introduce the Daily Theme
and Memory Verse
• Opening Drama
• More Songs
• Sending

• Bible Adventure
• Malaria Mayhem
• Crafts
• Snack and Story

• Theme Song
• Talk About What
We Learned
• Share Memory Verse
• Prayer and Sending
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NOTES
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DAY I

FIGHT THE FEVER!

Opening Skit: Meet Marla
Leader is in the middle of the opening with the
large group when suddenly there is an audible
buzzing sound from the back of the room.
Leader: [tone of concern] OK everyone, I need
you to stay very quiet and very still. I
think I hear a mosquito. But if we’re all
very quiet and very still, maybe she will
think the room is empty and she will go
away.
[Enter Marla the Mosquito from the
back of the room. It is important
that she be female, as only female
mosquitoes transmit malaria to
humans. On her back (or holding
her hand, depending on the size and
strength of the actors) is Plasmo the
Malaria Parasite. Marla has wings and
antenna. Plasmo is dressed all in green,
because the malaria parasite is green.]
Order stuffed parasites at:
http://www.giantmicrobes.com/us/
products/malaria.html
Marla:

Buzz, buzz, hello? Hello? Is anyone in
there? I thought I heard voices. [Marla
comes to the front of the room, sits
down, and begins to cry] Oh, I’m so
lonely, I thought there were people in
here who would be my friends, but
now they’re all gone again. [Continues
to cry]

Leader: [cautiously to Marla] Hi, um… [pausing
as if searching for a name] what’s
wrong? Why are you crying?
Marla:

I’m Marla, Marla the Mosquito [bursts
into another fit of sobs]

Leader: Hi Marla, I’m [introduces self] and
these are the children from [name of
church or town]. And we couldn’t help
but notice that you sounded very upset
about something. What’s wrong? Why
are you crying?
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Marla:

I’m crying because I’m so lonely. I just
want to be friends with someone, but
every time I come near anyone they
run away.

Leader: And who’s that with you? [Gestures
to Plasmo; Plasmo hisses back with
hostility]
Marla:

Oh, this is Plasmo, the malaria parasite.
He’s the source of all my problems. Ever
since Plasmo came around no one will
be my friend anymore because Plasmo
makes them sick. He gives them fevers
and chills and all sorts of bad stuff. I
wish I could figure out how to make
Plasmo just go away!

Leader: You know, we might be able to help you.
We’re all here this week to learn about
how to get rid of malaria. In fact, today
we’re learning all about how Jesus
rebuked a fever and made it go away.
Do you want to join us and see how we
could all fight malaria together?
Marla:

[excitedly] Really! [Then with resigned
sadness] But I’m just one little
mosquito, what difference could I
possibly make?

Leader: We’re all just one person, Marla. But
that’s why God gave us each other. So
that together we could do so much
more than we ever could by ourselves.
[To the audience] What do you think
everyone? Should Marla stay and join
us? Do you think she could help us in
our fight against malaria?
Audience: Yes!
Marla:

Oh my! Thank you so much, it feels so
good to be part of something bigger.
Watch out Plasmo; you don’t stand a
chance against us!

Plasmo: [defiantly] Hiss

FIGHT THE FEVER!

DAY I

Bible Adventure: Rebuke Malaria
Bible Text: Luke 4:38-40
LESSON FOCUS:
Jesus had compassion on sick people and healed them. God created us to
be healthy and to keep our bodies healthy. By working together with our Lutheran
friends in Africa, we can follow Jesus’ example and “rebuke” malaria.

MEMORY VERSE:
Psalm 30:2 “O Lord my God, I cried to you for help, and you have healed me.”

GATHER:
Write down the Bible Memory Verse and post it in a visible location in the room. As the
children come in, invite them to sit in a circle.
Welcome! I’m so glad you’re all here today and this week! Today we’re going to
hear about how Jesus rebuked a fever. To “rebuke” means to get rid of something
or tell it to go away. Since this is our first day together, we need some good
rebuking names. So I’d like everyone to think of an action word that starts with
the first letter of your name. I’m “Kicking Kristen.” (Or “Superhero Sally” or
“Amazing Adam” or “Fantastic Frank”).
Invite the children to go around in a circle and share their “rebuking name.” After each
child has shared, have everyone else repeat, “Hi, Kicking Kristen,” etc.
Great job! Now that we all know each other, who can remember today’s memory
verse from opening? Affirm however much they are able to come up with. Then draw
their attention to the verse and invite everyone to read it together.
Today we’re learning all about healing. Have any of you ever been sick? What
made you feel better? Invite the children to share stories of times they’ve been sick.
Who cared for them? What made them feel better? Did they go to the doctor? Did they
take medicine? Do they have a favorite meal their parents/guardians make for them? A
favorite movie? Favorite comfort toy?
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DAY I

FIGHT THE FEVER!

ntinued)
Bible adventure: rebuke malaria (co

OPEN THE BIBLE:
I want to share a story with you from the Bible about Jesus healing someone.
Read Luke 4:38-40.
What did Jesus do when people who were sick came to him? He healed them.
What does it mean to “rebuke” something? Get rid of it or tell it to go away.
Explain that this Bible story tells us that Jesus had compassion on people who were
sick and he healed them. Jesus wanted the people to be healthy, just like when we are
sick, our caregivers want us to be healthy. God created us to be healthy and to take
care of our bodies; to show compassion on others and care for them when they are
sick. We can’t “rebuke” fever in the same way Jesus can, but we can fight illness.
What are some ways in which we can keep our bodies healthy?
Exercise, eat healthy foods, get enough sleep, etc.
When we get sick, what are some things we can do to get well again?
Take medicine, rest, see a doctor, etc.
This week we are paying special attention to a certain illness called malaria.
Malaria isn’t something we have to worry about in the United States/our state,
but it is a big deal for our brothers and sisters in Africa.
• Explain how malaria is spread. (A mosquito bites an infected person. That
mosquito becomes infected. Next time that mosquito bites someone, it can pass
along the malaria parasite to that person. When a different mosquito comes
along and bites that person, the second mosquito gets infected too, and can give
malaria to more people.)
• Explain how malaria can be prevented. (People can stay safe by sleeping under
mosquito nets every night, removing areas of standing water where mosquitoes
lay their eggs or using bug spray in their homes and on their clothing.)
• Explain how malaria can be treated. (People who feel sick should go to the clinic
right away. The health workers will test a drop of their blood to see if they have
malaria. If they do have malaria, they will receive medicine that will make the
malaria go away. They have to take all of the medicine. Then they will feel better.)
• Share how the ELCA Malaria Campaign is helping to rebuke malaria by offering
support in all of these areas. Talk about how by participating in vacation Bible
school, the children are joining in the fight against malaria by raising funds and
awareness for the disease.
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FIGHT THE FEVER!

DAY I

APPLY THE SCRIPTURE:
If we’re going to be up for this fight against malaria, we need to be in tip-top shape. Let’s use the
bodies God gave us to move and be active, so we can join Jesus in supporting our brothers and
sisters in Africa.
Lead the children in some movement games:
•
•
•
•
•

Jumping Jacks
Running in place
Simon Says
Sing “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes”
Whatever makes sense for your space

SEND:
Invite the children to sit back down in a circle. Lead a brief review. What did they learn about today?
What was the memory verse? What does it mean to rebuke something?

CLOSING PRAYER:
Dear Jesus, thank you for creating us with bodies that can move and dance and laugh.
Help us to use our bodies in your service. Amen.

Malaria Mayhem
GATHER:
Start out by leading a conversation with the children about malaria. Invite them to
share anything they already know/have learned about the disease. Some points to
include in the conversation:
• Malaria is a disease caused by a parasite and transmitted by a mosquito.
• When you have malaria, you get a high fever and you get very sick.
• Africa is a place where malaria happens a lot. (We are not in danger of
malaria here!)
• Sometimes people — both adults and children — who have malaria die.
• There is medicine for malaria — but it’s even better to stop people from
getting it at all! Ways to prevent malaria include mosquito nets, bug spray,
removing standing water.
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DAY I

FIGHT THE FEVER!

Activities

MALARIA “HANDSHAKE” ACTIVITY

Before the activity begins, select one person and secretly sprinkle glitter in their hand.
Split the group in two and make some clear indicator between the two groups (for
example, one group could wear nametags and the other group could not wear nametags).
However you divide them, the group with the person with glitter is group A, the other is
group B. Give the groups one minute to shake hands (silently) with members from the
opposite group.
After one minute, have everyone sit down and check their hands. Anyone with glitter on their hands
should stand back up. Explain that the glitter represents the malaria parasite. Everyone with glitter on
their hands is now infected with malaria. People in group A represent mosquitoes who can transmit
malaria, people in group B are people with the malaria parasite. When the activity began, only one
“mosquito” had malaria, and now it has spread to all these other people.

UN

GER EDUC

TOOLKIT

Goal: The goal of this activity is to demon

MALARIA TAG

1. Disease leads to increased nutritional ne
someone suffering from disease to susta

Materials Needed:

FOOD

H

2. Hunger leads to undernourishment, mak
UN

GER EDUC
AT

TOOLKIT

3. Poverty and power play a role in how pe

ION

White, brown and red paper
Space large and safe enough for a game of tag
A mosquito net

ION

Ask the group: “How can we stop or slow the spread of malaria? What would have happened if the
first ‘mosquito’ had been unable to shake hands with anyone?” Explain how mosquito nets help keep
mosquitoes from biting people and thus passing the disease around.

AT

H

PROCESSING THE ACTIVITY:

Module 2 : Learning

Ac

Instructions:
Materials Needed
Designate and clear an area large enough for a game of tag fitting for MediciNe
the sizecards
of your group of
• White,
participants (if you are indoors you may consider instructing people to walk, rather than
run,brown, and red paper
•
space
large and safe enough for a game of tag
during the activity).
Label four areas as follows:

BEDPreseNter
NET
iNstructioNs for
MEDICINE
MEDICINE

Designate and clear an area large enough for a gam
tag fitting for the size of your group of participants
Cut the brown paper into roughly 2” by 2” pieces, less than twice as many as the number of
are indoors you may consider instructing people to
participants (for example, for 10 participants, cut out 16 pieces of brown paper). You may want
during the activity).

to label the individual pieces “food” (a template is included in the Helpful Handouts section).
Label four areas as follows:
Place the pieces at the Food station.

MEDICINE

Cut the red paper into roughly 2” by 2” pieces, the same number of pieces as participants (for
example, for 10 participants, cut out 10 pieces of red paper). You may want to label these pieces
as “medicine” (again, a template is included in the Helpful Handouts section) You, acting as
the Doctor, will keep them and hand them out to participants seeking treatment.

MEDICINE

BED NET

Hang up the net at the Bed Net station, or have two volunteers hold it up. The net is a safe space
where mosquitoes cannot bite the players. However, they can only remain under the net for 10
seconds, and then they must move on. Two people can be under the net at the same time.

MEDICINE
FOOD MEDICINE BED N

As the Doctor, you will be moving around throughout the activity. Players will be instructed to
find you once they have been tagged by a Mosquito. When they come to you for treatment, they
must have a food card. If they do not have a food card, instruct them to visit the Food station
and come back. If they are tagged again on the way to the Food station, they must sit down.
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(Mosquitoes/Doctor
start here)

MEDICINE STARTING
MEDICINELINE
(Participants start here)

FIGHT THE FEVER!

DAY I

MALARIA TAG (CONTINUED)
If they come to you a second time for treatment, they must have two food cards (you will know they
have come a second time because they will already have a red card).
When all the medicine cards have been handed out, let them know you cannot offer any more
treatment, and the next time they are tagged they will have to sit down. You may want to play a couple
of rounds so the participants can get the hang of it.
Instructions:
1. Have all the players line up at the
starting line.
2. Show them where the Bed Net station and
Food station are. Identify yourself (the
presenter) as the Doctor.
3. Choose which player will serve as the
Mosquito (“it” in a typical game of tag) —
select one player to be a Mosquito for every
five people playing and have the Mosquitoes
stand in the center of the playing field. A
Mosquito’s goal is to tag as many people
as possible.
4. Depending on whether the activity is
inside or outside, instruct the players
to run or walk.
5. Tell the players to try to reach the Food
station to get a food card.
6. Explain that the Bed Net station is a safe
zone that can hold two players at a time.
Players can take their turn in the bed net for
10 seconds at a time (use 1 potato, 2 potato,
or the like for timing purposes). Players take
their turn in the safe zone, until they are
“counted out” by another player.

7. If a player is tagged by the Mosquito they
must immediately find the Doctor to receive
medicine to treat their malaria. They must
have a food card to receive treatment.
8. Once treatment is received, the player can
go on with the activity.
9. If a player is tagged twice without receiving
treatment, they are out of the activity and
the person must sit down where they were
tagged the second time.
10. If a player is tagged by a Mosquito again
after they received treatment the first time,
they must go to receive treatment again.
Remember that the player will need to
have at least TWO food cards to see the
Doctor again.
11. The activity ends when all (or most) of the
players are sitting down.
12. Depending on time, play again (it may take a
run through to get the gist of the activity).

PROCESSING THE ACTIVITY:
Ask the group:
1.

What was your experience during the activity?

2.

What were the obstacles to getting treatment in the activity? What obstacles to getting treatment
do you think there are in real life? (Access to a doctor or medicines [could be on account of
distance needed to travel, difficulty traveling when sick, cost of medicine, etc.]; need for food to
use the medicine.)

3. Why do you think people who did not have food did not receive treatment? (Hard to travel to get
the medicine when you are hungry; need for food for medicine to be effective.)
4.

Why were the food and bed nets in the activity so important? (Food needed for treatment, bed
nets for protection.)
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DAY I

FIGHT THE FEVER!

1

CRAFTS
PIPE CLEANER
MOSQUITOES

2

Materials Needed:
Two brown pipe cleaners per person
Two white pipe cleaners per person
Googly eyes
Glue

3

Instructions:
1.

Cut the pipe cleaners. Cut one brown pipe cleaner and one white
pipe cleaner into thirds. You will use one short white portion and
all three short brown portions.

2. Make the eyes. Take the short white pipe cleaner and fold it in
half, to give you an idea of where the center is. Roll the ends of the
pipe cleaner in so that they meet in the middle. This forms a base
for the mosquito eyes. Glue the googly eyes to the base.

4
5

6

3. Make the wings. Take the long white pipe cleaner and fold it in
half, again, to give you an idea of where the center is. Fold the
ends of the pipe cleaner towards the center, and make a twist to
secure them in place. This creates two loops for wings.
4. Make the legs. Twist together the three small brown pipe cleaner
pieces at their centers. It works well by twisting
two together and then adding the third. Bend the ends to
create knees.

7

5. Put it all together. Take the long brown pipe cleaner and thread
it through the center of the googly eye base, leaving a couple of
inches out front to create the nose. Affix the wings so the brown
pipe cleaner is just behind the eye base. Wrap the long brown pipe
cleaner all the way around both the eyes and wings to that they
are held in place. Place the legs beneath the brown pipe cleaner,
and again wrap it in a full circle in order to hold the legs in place.
6. Make the body. Create a body by folding the back end of the long
brown pipe cleaner in half, making a loop. Twist to secure.
7.

The finishing touch. Make a tiny bend at the end of the
mosquito’s nose. You’re finished!

FINGER PUPPETS
Reproduce these figures and have the
children color, cut them out and make up
skits. Look for a template in the Helpful
Handouts section.
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DAY I

Snack and Story
SNACK: Mosquito Bites
Ingredients:
Graham crackers (one per person)
Frosting or marshmallow crème
Nuts, marshmallows, pretzels, cinnamon candies
Directions:
1) Spread frosting or marshmallow crème on a
graham cracker
2) Arrange nuts, marshmallows, pretzels or
cinnamon candies in the shape of a mosquito or a
Plasmodium parasite
3) Take a bite out of the mosquito!

STORY: Mimi’s Village, part 1
Leader’s Guide for Reading “Mimi’s Village”
“Mimi’s Village, And How Basic Health Care Transformed It.” By Katie Smith Milway, illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes. CitizenKid.
Kids Can Press: Tonawanda, N.Y. 2012.

INTRODUCTION:
In Mimi’s Village, we meet a little girl living in a rural village in Kenya. Mimi likes to play with her
brother, Wafula, and her little sister, Nakkissi. Mimi also helps her parents by collecting water for her
family and looking out for Nakkissi. Mimi’s village faces some health challenges: their source of water
is far away and sometimes contaminated, and diseases like malaria are ever-present. In this book, the
people of Mimi’s village work together to build and stock a clinic, and Mimi and her family learn safe and
healthy behaviors. Since it’s a long book, we suggest you break it up into three sections as described here
and in subsequent day lessons.

ACTIVITY IDEA:
•

Preparation: Create a blank bulletin board that will represent Mimi’s village in western Kenya.
Each short chapter of “Mimi’s Village” offers new details to be added to the mural. (There will be a
space for the village, a stream for collecting water, and a clinic far from the village.)

•

Activity: Give the children a brief outline of the story so they will understand their part of it.
Then break children up into three or four groups. Each group draws, colors and cuts out the
items for one of today’s chapters. Gather together again, and read today’s chapters. After their
chapter, the children from each group add their items to the mural, perhaps discussing where
the items belong (i.e., the clinic is far away from the village, etc.).

STORY Continues...
15
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FIGHT THE FEVER!

Snack and Story (CONTINUED)
DAY 1: READ CHAPTERS 1-4
•
•
•
•

Sadness in the village
Danger in the water
Sickness at home
Simple cures

SADNESS IN THE VILLAGE
• The story lifts up positive activities in daily
life (community, building a family, playing
with toys) that children all over the world
can relate to.
• Already on the first page, the importance
of community is lifted up as the grieving
women share food from the same bowl.
That will be a major asset of this village as
the plot progresses.
• High infant mortality is a fact of life for
people in many areas served by Lutheran
malaria programs — and these malaria
programs are making sure that children
are protected.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: Mimi, huts,
maize fields, wood fires, women sharing food

DANGER IN THE WATER
• Clean water is vital to life. In Africa, girls
and women walk an average of 3.7 miles
per day to collect water for their families.
Sometimes this water is unsafe to drink.
• Mosquitoes also breed in standing water,
so collecting water can put children at risk
of malaria.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: Mimi and her
family (her two siblings and her parents), the
forest, antelope, snake, stream
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SICKNESS AT HOME
• Ma and Pa recognize Nakkissi’s sickness
right away, and they know they need to
get her to the hospital. (Children can relate
to parents taking them to the doctor when
they’re sick.)
• When you get sick, how do you get to the
doctor? (In the car, most likely.) But Mimi’s
family lives in a rural village and they
are far away from the clinic. They don’t
have a car, so the whole family, including
children and a pregnant woman, must
walk for an hour to the nearest clinic.
• Programs supported by the ELCA Malaria
Campaign are working in small, rural
villages like Mimi’s which are far away
from the nearest hospital or clinic. The
programs bring basic health care to the
local communities where people live.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: cart, path to the
next village, hyenas or panthers

SIMPLE CURES
• Health workers like Nurse Tela often serve
clinics in several different locations. It is
crucial that pregnant women and infants
have access to good health care.
• Lutheran malaria programs train
volunteers to perform malaria diagnosis
and treatment so that there are more
health workers available in each
community. These health workers take
care of pregnant women to make sure that
they don’t get malaria. That means their
babies are born strong and healthy.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: Nurse Tela,
clinic, women and children

WHEN
MALARIA
SAYS

JESUS SAYS

“GO!”
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DAY 2

When malaria says “STop,” Jesus says “GO!”

Opening Skit: Stop and Go
[Skit opens with an audible buzzing sound. Marla
the Mosquito and Plasmo enter; Marla looks sad]
Leader: Hi Marla, what’s wrong?
Marla:

Oh, you know. I’m just so frustrated with
Plasmo [Plasmo hisses]. Everywhere I
try to go, someone says STOP. I can’t go
to school because of Plasmo. I can’t play
with friends because of Plasmo. I can’t
ride my bike because of Plasmo.

Leader: Mosquitoes ride bikes?
Marla:

Of course! I love to ride my bike! It’s so
fun! But Plasmo is so heavy, he always
tips the bike over!

Leader: [confused] Of course.
Marla:

Anyway, I’m just feeling really
discouraged today because it seems like
for everything I want to do, Plasmo gets
in the way! It feels like all I ever hear is
STOP.

Leader: You know, Marla, you aren’t the only
person who malaria says STOP to.
Children all over Africa have the
same problems you do. When they
get malaria they are too sick to go to
school or to play with their friends.
They don’t have enough energy to
ride bikes or play games. If their
parents are sick it can be hard for their
parents to take care of them. All these
things can say STOP to children.
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Marla:

Wow, malaria is a really big problem!

Leader: Yes it is. But even children here, where
malaria isn’t a problem, can feel like
they’re being told to STOP too, like when
people think they aren’t big enough or
old enough to make a difference or when
people don’t listen to their ideas.
Marla:

I know what that feels like!

Leader: But you know who never says STOP to
us? Jesus. Today we’re going to learn
all about how Jesus welcomed children
and blessed them. And we’ll talk about
how we can take the blessings we’ve
been given and use them to say GO to
children all over the world.
Marla:

Wow, Jesus blessed and welcomed the
little children? But will he bless and
welcome me? I’m just a little mosquito!

Leader: Of course Jesus will, Marla. You are
a precious part of God’s creation, just
like us!
Marla:

That’s some great news! Thanks for
sharing! I’m going to GO tell everyone I
meet about it! [Marla and Plasmo depart,
Plasmo looking especially grumpy and
hissing in an annoyed sort of way.]

When malaria says “STop,” Jesus says “GO!”

DAY 2

venture: Let the little children come
d
A
e
l
b
i
B
Bible Text: Mark 10:13-16
LESSON FOCUS:
People tried to say, “STOP” and keep the children from bothering Jesus, but Jesus
said, “GO!” “Let the children come to me.” Malaria keeps children from living their full
potential; it says “STOP.” But Jesus loves the children of the world and says, “GO.”

MEMORY VERSE:
Mark 9:37a “[Jesus] said, ‘Whoever welcomes one such child in my name welcomes
me.’”

GATHER:
Write down the Bible Memory Verse and post it in a visible location in the room. Use
the STOP and GO signs available in this resource to decorate the space: hang the
STOP sign on one side, and the GO sign on the other side. See a template for this in
the Helpful Handouts section. As the children come in, invite them to sit in a circle.
Welcome them and invite them to share what they remember of today’s memory verse.
Affirm all answers, then direct their attention to the sign and have everyone read it
together.
Today’s memory verse talked about welcome. Can you think of a time you felt
welcome? How about a time when you felt unwelcome? How do you show
welcome to someone? What might you do to make someone feel unwelcome?
Invite the children to share stories of times they felt welcome. What did people do/not
do? How do they show welcome?

OPEN THE BIBLE:
I want to share a story with you from the Bible about Jesus welcoming children.
Read Mark 10:13-16.
Why did the disciples want to stop the children from coming to Jesus? They were
worried he was tired, they were causing a distraction.
What did Jesus say to the disciples? Let the children come.
What does this tell us about how Jesus feels about children? He loves them.
Explain that this Bible story tells us that Jesus loves children, all children, and wants
them, wants us, to come to him.
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en come (continued)
Bible adventure: Let the little childr
APPLY THE SCRIPTURE:
Now that we’ve read the Bible story and talked about it, let’s hear it again and listen for the
‘stop’s and ‘go’s. I’m going to read it again, and every time I pause, I’m going to hold up a
sign. I want you to either shout out loud what the sign says or respond based on what the
sign says (run in place for go, freeze for stop).
Mark 10:13-16: People were bringing little children to him in order that he might touch them;
(GO) and the disciples spoke sternly to them (STOP). But when Jesus saw this, he was indignant
and said to them, ‘Let the little children come to me; do not stop them; for it is to such as these
that the kingdom of God belongs (GO). Truly I tell you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of
God as a little child will never enter it (STOP).’ And he took them up in his arms, laid his hands
on them, and blessed them (GO).
There are lots of things in the world that might say “STOP” to us coming to Jesus, what
might some of those things be? Peer pressure, fear
But Jesus says “GO.” What helps you hear Jesus’ “GO”? Parents or caregivers who bring us to
church, pastors, youth leaders, friends, Sunday school teachers, the Bible
Yesterday we talked about a disease called malaria. What are some things you learned
about this disease?
Explain how malaria says “STOP” to people in a lot of ways, by making children too sick to go to
school and parents too weak to work. But where malaria says “STOP,” Jesus says “GO.” Invite the
children to think about how Jesus is using the work of the ELCA Malaria Campaign to say “GO”
to people struggling with malaria. (Nets, medicine, education, etc.)

SEND:
Invite the children to sit back down in a circle. Lead a brief review. What did they learn
about today? What was the memory verse? The story ended with Jesus blessing the children.
How have they experienced Jesus blessing them? How have the children of Africa experienced
Jesus’ blessing?

CLOSING PRAYER:
Dear Jesus, thank you for welcoming us and all your children and for giving us your
blessing. Help us to share your blessing with all who need to feel it and to be your blessing
in the world. Amen.
Invite each child to bless the child next to them with this blessing: “Jesus welcomes you and
calls you blessed.”
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So malaria might win the fight, if it gets
inside you.

Malaria Mayhem

• When children get sick, they can’t go to
school, and then they don’t learn.

• Sometimes, malaria says STOP. Children

GATHER:

in Africa want to help their families. They
want to play with their friends. They want
to go to school and learn. But when they
are sick with malaria, can they do those
things? No!

Start out by inviting the children to share what
they remembered from yesterday. Tell them
that today they are going to look at all the ways
malaria prevents people and communities from
reaching their full potential and how we can
say STOP to malaria and GO to communities.
Some points to include in the conversation:

• Pregnant women also can get malaria,

and then the developing baby doesn’t get
enough to eat inside her body, and it is
born too small. Sometimes the little, tiny
babies die.

• Your body has to be strong to fight off
malaria after a mosquito bites you.

• When parents are sick, they can’t take

• When you are little (less than 5 years old),

care of their children as well.

your body is still learning how to be strong.

• So malaria especially hurts children,

and Jesus taught us to love and protect
the children.

Activities

MALARIA MADNESS MOSQUITO RACE!
Many things say STOP to mosquitoes as well. Challenge your children to try to survive
a day in the life of a mosquito by racing to accomplish these tasks. This is meant to be
mostly a fun and silly activity for children but it also opens a conversation
about creation and how God called all things good, even mosquitoes!
Materials Needed:
Balloons
Toothpicks
Mosquito Net
Tomato juice
Dixie cups
Straws

A shoe box
Ping pong balls
Optional prizes for completing the race
Stop watch if you are timing the children
to see who does it the fastest’

Set Up – use a large open space for this
1.

Hang up a mosquito net or drape it across chairs
or across a table

2.

Clear off a large space on a wall

3. Blow up balloons with small pieces of paper in
them that say either
a. “You’re Healthy – Keep Going” or
b. “Got Malaria – Start Over!”
You can decide how many of each phrase you
want to use. A good ratio is about 1/3 malaria
and 2/3 healthy.
4.

Tape balloons to the wall using painters tape
(this keeps the tape from ruining the walls).

5.

Find a shoe box and cut a small hole in the
bottom of it (just a little bit larger than a ping
pong ball) then put 10-15 ping pong balls in
the box (note that wadded up pieces of paper
work well, too, if you don’t have ping pong
balls around).

6. Pour a small amount of tomato juice (or
cranberry juice, or fruit punch) into Dixie cups
and set straws by them. Set these up on a table.
7.

Spread the challenges throughout the rooms
to make a sort of course that the children will
go through.
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Activities (continued)

MALARIA MADNESS MOSQUITO RACE! (CONTINUED)
Instructions
Life can be hard for a mosquito;
there are many challenges and
dangers that they face on a daily
basis. Let’s see how well you would
do as a mosquito!
STATION 1: Get through the net!
The first challenge that mosquitoes
face is getting past the nets and
screens people put up to keep
them out.
Challenge: Crawl under the
mosquito net without letting it
touch you!
STATION 2: Bite someone!
mosquitoes don’t mean to get
people sick; it happens when they
bite someone who is already sick.
Then the mosquitoes can pass
malaria on to other people.
Challenge: Take a toothpick and
pick the person you want to bite
(the balloon wall) but look out!
If you bite the wrong person
(someone infected with malaria)
you need to start again.

STATION 3: Suck that blood! Once
a Mosquito has picked the right
person to bite, they get their meal.

PROCESSING THE
ACTIVITY:

Challenge: Pretend you are a
mosquito and use the straw to
quickly suck up the tomato juice –
but do it quickly or you might get
swatted! (Children who refuse to
try the juice get “swatted” after
a period of time – normally 45
seconds or so to keep things
moving – if they get swatted they
have to do a silly song, or dance
then move on to the last challenge.)

What is it like trying to get through
all these challenges? Was it easy
or hard to be a mosquito? Read
Genesis 1:24-25. What does it mean
that God made creeping things
that creep upon the ground and
called them good? What might
be the reason for mosquitoes?
Has this changed your mind at all
about mosquitoes? Read Genesis
1:26. What does it mean to “have
dominion” over something?
(Dominion is not the same as
domination; dominion is about
caring for things. “Stewards”
or “stewardship” is another
good word for this.) How might
supporting the work of the ELCA
Malaria Campaign be about
dominion over mosquitoes rather
than dominating mosquitoes?

Station 4: Reproduce! Finally,
mosquitoes have babies by laying
their eggs in small pools of water.
Challenge: Pretend you are going
to be a mommy or daddy mosquito
and lay five eggs (children do this
by holding the shoe box of ping
pong balls behind their back and
then wiggling and jumping around
until they have shaken five balls or
eggs out of the box).

Congratulate children
on a job well done!

Thanks to the Rev. Megan Crouch
and Brenda Wagner, Northeastern
Minnesota Synod for creating this
great activity!

STOP/GO SKITS IN A BAG
Before you begin, prepare two bags with funny props: streamers,
costumes, small toys, plastic containers; use whatever you have
on hand.

PROCESSING THE
ACTIVITY:

Divide the participants into two groups. Explain that there is a family
that wants to go to church but obstacles keep getting in their path.
Give each of the groups one of the bags of props and invite them to
come up with a skit that portrays the many crazy obstacles the family
encountered. (Examples: flat tire, stopped by a parade, encountered
overly friendly gorillas; be as silly and creative as you want). Give the
groups five minutes to work on their skits. Have the groups present
their skits to each other. Then, separate again and try to come up with
solutions for each of the problems presented. (Examples: someone
stops and helps them fix the tire, the parade ends up going by the front
of the church, the gorillas are invited to come along.)

What was the silliest obstacle
you came up with? What
was the best solution? What
obstacles does malaria put in
people’s paths? How does Jesus
overcome these obstacles?

Alternative: Instead of acting, invite the groups to write or draw their
silly scenarios and then switch lists with the other team.
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“STOP AND GO” SIGNS
Materials Needed:
Paper
Markers
Colored pencils or crayons
Instructions:
Explain that sometimes there are obstacles that
keep us from feeling the love of God in our lives.
In Africa, some of those obstacles have to do with
malaria. Obstacles might be:

• STOP! sign: a child gets too sick to play with

But the church can help! The ELCA is raising
money to help Lutherans in Africa develop
anti-malaria programs to help their neighbors.

• GO! sign: teaching families how to keep
themselves safe

• STOP! sign: another child is too sick to go

• GO! sign: distributing nets to families
• GO! sign: making sure that doctors and

• STOP! sign: parents who are sick from

• Jesus (and the church) say GO!

her friends

to school, and doesn’t learn as much as his
or her classmates
malaria can’t work, so family doesn’t have
enough money

• Malaria says STOP!
• Children decorate the STOP! signs with some

of the malaria-related obstacles that children
in Africa experience.

hospitals have enough medicine to help
people who are sick from malaria.

Children decorate GO! signs with some of the
ways that Lutherans are helping people in Africa
to be healthy and feel the love of God in their lives.
Hang the STOP and GO signs in the main room or
send the signs home with the children.

STORY PEOPLE
Materials Needed:
Reproducible Story Person template can be found
in the Helpful Handouts section
Glue
Scraps of cloth
Crayons, markers, or colored pencils
Instructions:
Cut out enough Story Person templates so that each
child can have one. Have the children decorate
their Story Person, gluing on pieces of cloth for
clothing and drawing in faces. Cut out and attach
a vignette, found on the next page, to each Story
Person. If you have more children than vignettes,
it’s fine to use the same vignette on multiple Story
People. After the children have finished clothing
and decorating their Story Person, read some of
the vignettes. Consider using these decorated Story
People to greet worshipers in the pews on Sunday,
or send them home with the children.
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Activities (continued)

STORY PEOPLE VIGNETTES

I am Solomon.

I am 3 years old and I live in Malawi. When I was a baby, I would get
malaria a lot and go to the hospital often. People even started calling me
“Alinafe,” which is the name of the hospital where my mother would take
me. My mother joined a group that helped her learn how to stop malaria
and keep me healthy. Now, I sleep under a mosquito net, and I don’t get
malaria anymore. And people have even started calling me Solomon again!

I am Miriam.

I live in Zimbabwe and I am 10 years old. I like to sing songs and write
poems. This year at my school, we learned songs that teach us about
malaria. I also wrote a poem about malaria, and I read it to the whole
school. When my brother became sick with chills and a fever, I told my
mother that he might have malaria, because I had learned about it in
school. Now we all know more about staying healthy.

I am Innocent.

I live in Zambia. I am 4 months old, and I was born healthy. When my
mother was pregnant with me, she took some medicine so that she
would not become sick from malaria. She also started sleeping under
a mosquito net. I was born healthy, and we still sleep under a mosquito
net every night.

I am Maddie.

I am 8 years old and I live in Washington. I learned about malaria at
church and I decided to do something about it. So my Sunday school
friends and I became the “noisy can kids.” Every Sunday at worship, we
shake our tin cans and ask members of the congregation to donate their
coins. I write an article for the church newsletter every month so people
know how we’re doing in the fight against malaria. One Sunday, we hosted
coffee hour and made a big cake with a mosquito on it!

I am Stella.

I am a nurse in Malawi. I used to see many people come to the clinic who
were sick with malaria. Most of these people were little children, under
the age of 5. Sometimes, I would see 500 people with malaria in one
month. Lately, people have been able to protect themselves from malaria
with bed nets, medicine and education. Last month, there were only 160
people with malaria in my village. This is still too many, but we are happy
that fewer people are getting sick.
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We are Brad, Scott and Ethan.

We are high school students from Iowa. We wanted to use our summer vacation to help people who have malaria. So we spent three weeks running across
the whole state of Iowa, and talking to people about malaria and the ELCA Malaria Campaign. And those people donated thousands of dollars to help people
in Africa buy mosquito nets and medicine!

I am Shumba.

I live in Zimbabwe and I am a leader in my community. My wife and my three
children have all been sick with malaria. They had high fevers. My wife would
be unable to work. My children had to stay home from school for many days.
They could not run or play. We learned that a high fever is a sign of malaria.
Now we know to visit the hospital whenever the fever returns.

I am Juma.

I live in Mozambique. I make and sell pottery for a living. I make pots with lids,
so that mosquitoes cannot lay eggs inside. I make water jugs with filters, so
that the water is safe to drink. Making pots and jugs is my job, but I am always
looking for ways to keep my community healthy and protected from malaria.

I am Agrippa.

I live in the Central African Republic. I am 2 years old. I became sick with
malaria many times. Once, my family even feared that I would die. Luckily, my
mother took me to the doctor where I was able to have a special treatment to
remove malaria from my body. This visit to the hospital saved my life. Now I am
a healthy and growing boy!

I am Allison.

I’m 5 years old and I’m from Iowa. At church I learned that children in Africa
are dying from malaria! So I decided to host a lemonade stand after worship
one Sunday. I made a sign that says “Allison’s Lemonade Stand. Malaria Stinks.”
And people came by and bought lemonade, and I donated that money to the
ELCA Malaria Campaign. We raised $231.02!

I am Phillip.

I live in Zimbabwe. I work in a shop that sells bug spray and special candles
that keep mosquitoes away. Being a shopkeeper is my job, but I am always
looking for ways to keep my community healthy and protected from malaria.
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Snack and Story
SNACK:
Give Malaria a Punch!
Ingredients:
Orange Juice
Tonic Water
Directions:
Combine ingredients
in a punch bowl.
Serve with ice.

Fun Fact:
Did you know
that quinine,
the ingredient
that gives
tonic water
the bitter
flavor, has
been used to
treat malaria
since the
1700s?

Healthy Snacks
Our bodies need to be healthy to grow
strong. Serve fruit, vegetables, cheese and
crackers, nuts and other healthy snacks
along with the malaria punch.

STORY: Mimi’s Village, Part 2
Leader’s Guide for Reading “Mimi’s Village”
“Mimi’s Village, And How Basic Health Care Transformed It.” By Katie Smith Milway, illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes. CitizenKid.
Kids Can Press: Tonawanda, N.Y. 2012.

INTRODUCTION:
We continue reading the story “Mimi’s Village, And How Basic Health Care Transformed It.” In Mimi’s
Village, we meet a little girl living in a rural village in Kenya. Mimi likes to play with her brother,
Wafula, and her little sister, Nakkissi. Mimi also helps her parents by collecting water for her family and
looking out for Nakkissi. Mimi’s village faces some health challenges: their source of water is far away
and sometimes contaminated, and diseases like malaria are ever-present. In this book, the people of
Mimi’s village work together to build and stock a clinic, and Mimi and her family learn safe and healthy
behaviors. Since it’s a long book, we suggest you break it up into three sections as described below.

ACTIVITY IDEA:
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•

Preparation: Create a blank bulletin board that will represent Mimi’s village in western Kenya.
Each short chapter of “Mimi’s Village” offers new details to be added to the mural.

•

Activity: Give the children a brief outline of the story so they will understand their part of it.
Then break children up into three or four groups. Each group draws, colors and cuts out the
items for one of today’s chapters. Gather together again, and read today’s chapters. After their
chapter, the children from each group add their items to the mural, perhaps discussing where
the items belong (i.e., the clinic is far away from the village, etc.).

STORY CONTINUES...

When malaria says “STop,” Jesus says “GO!”
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Snack and Story (CONTINUED)
STORY: Mimi’s Village, Part 2

(CONTINUED)

DAY 2: READ CHAPTERS 5-7
• A good sign
• Vaccination day
• A big dream

A GOOD SIGN
• The family decides to stay at the clinic
another night so that Nakkissi can
fully recover, and to take advantage of
vaccination services.
• There are lots of vaccines to help
children stay healthy and avoid many
diseases. However, there is not yet an
effective vaccine for malaria. We pray
for the researchers and scientists who
are working hard to develop one! In
the meantime, Lutheran programs
are working to reduce the number of
deaths from malaria and to educate
communities so they can keep
themselves safe.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: stork in the
forest, goats at home, monkeys near clinic

VACCINATION DAY

A BIG DREAM
• A great lesson about working together.
Mimi’s mother and father cannot build
a clinic or purchase supplies all by
themselves. But if they work together
with their neighbors, they can make it
happen.
• Even if they didn’t build a clinic
building, communities can come
together to be healthy! In Lutheran
malaria programs, volunteers are
trained to understand malaria, and
to learn how to prevent and treat the
disease. These community health
workers educate families so they can
take good care of each other.
• One aspect of Lutheran malaria
programs is called “sustainable
livelihoods.” This program helps
families with income-generating
projects, and teaches community
members to come together to create
savings and loan groups.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: lots of
mosquitoes, all over — it’s rainy season!

• Malaria is transmitted by mosquitoes
and causes high fevers. When
symptoms of malaria arise, it is
important to get the sick person to the
clinic within 24 hours. Then they have
the best chance of getting better.
• Malaria is totally treatable! A course of
medication that costs only $2.00 can
save the life of someone suffering from
malaria.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: needles and
medicines at the clinic
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FAMILY AROUND THE WORLD

Opening Skit: Marla‘s fa mily
[Skit opens with an audible buzzing sound. Marla and Plasmo enter; Marla is carrying a photo
album. Inside the photo album are pictures of mosquitoes next to various country flags. Some of
the mosquitoes have red figures next to them representing countries with malaria, others do not.
Plasmo looks bored.]
Leader: Hi Marla, what do you have there?
Marla:

I was just looking at some old family
photos. See, this is my cousin Magati
from Tanzania [malaria]. And this is
Manasi from Uganda [malaria]. This
is Mavis, from Minnesota. And this is
Martine, from France. Mala is from
India [malaria]. And Mei, from China
[malaria].

Leader: Wow, you have a very big family!
Marla:

Yes, I have cousins all over the world!
In every continent except Antarctica.
But here’s something weird I noticed
about these pictures: some of my
cousins have malaria parasites and
some don’t. Why is that?

Leader: Well, you see, Marla, malaria has
been eliminated in many countries
around the world.
Marla:

“Eliminated?” What does that mean?

Leader: It means that malaria is gone in those
places; people no longer get the
disease. By getting rid of standing
water, using bed nets and bug spray,
and making sure people get the
right medicines; we can stop the
malaria parasite until it eventually
disappears. That’s what happened
in this country. Malaria used to be a
problem in the United States, too, but
it’s completely gone now. No more
malaria parasites live here. And that’s
what the ELCA Malaria Campaign is
trying to do in every country. Get rid
of all the malaria so that it cannot
be spread.
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Marla:

So the hope is that none of my
cousins will ever have to be left out
because of malaria! That would be
amazing! Is it even possible?

Leader: It’s not just possible, it’s already
happening! By partnering with
friends around the world we’re
already seeing a reduction in the
number of malaria cases worldwide.
And it’s not just churches that are
working on this, but governments
as well. We have powerful friends in
this fight!
Marla:

Wow, that’s amazing! I’m going to
go write all my cousins to tell them
about the ELCA Malaria Campaign
and ways they can get involved in
the fight against malaria in their
countries! Come on, Plasmo, soon
you’ll be history! [Marla exits]
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Bible Text: Acts 2:42-47
LESSON FOCUS:
From its earliest days, the church was made up of people who supported one another and
cared for each other. We know that the church has grown a lot since the time of Jesus, but
today, people all around the world still support and care for each other just like the first
Christians.

MEMORY VERSE:
1 Corinthians 12:12 “For just as the body is one and has many members … so it is with Christ.”

GATHER:
Write down the Bible Memory Verse and post it in a visible location in the room. As the
children come in, invite them to sit in a circle. Welcome them and invite them to share what
they remember of today’s memory verse. Affirm all answers, then direct their attention to the
sign and have everyone read it together.
Have the children practice making sad (suffering) faces and happy (rejoicing) faces. Invite
the children to go around the circle and share a low point of the week so far and a high point.
After each, have the rest of the group respond with the corresponding sad face or happy
face. Discuss any similarities or differences in the children’s responses. Were they also sad or
happy when the others were? How did their actions affect each other?
Can you think of a time when you did something that made someone else happy? What
did you do and how did it make you feel?

OPEN THE BIBLE:
I want to share with you a story from the Bible about how the early church cared for
each other. Read Acts 2:42-47.
What are some of the things the early church did together? They gave to the poor, they
spent time together, they ate together and they worshipped together.
Do any of those things sound like things you do with your church family? Supporting
projects like the ELCA Malaria Campaign, worship, communion, social activities, etc.
Our church family is bigger than just this one building. What are some ways our church
family in this place interacts with our church family in other places? Talk about synod
events they might have participated in, summer camps, collecting food for a food pantry,
Equal Exchange coffee and, of course, the ELCA Malaria Campaign.
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her (continued)
Bible adventure: caring for each ot

APPLY THE SCRIPTURE:
Go on a “Global Family Scavenger Hunt.” Take a walk around the church looking for ways
the church reaches out to the global family. Places to look include bulletin boards with
announcements, global music in hymnals, bulletin announcements, newsletters, the
kitchen if coffee or meals are served there, etc.

SEND:
Invite the children to sit back down in a circle. Lead a brief review. What did they learn
about today? What was the memory verse? What does it mean to them to be part of a
global family? How does the family support them, and how do they support the family?

CLOSING PRAYER:
Dear Jesus, thank you for giving us this great big family of brothers and sisters in
you. Help us to lift others up so that we all may rejoice. Amen.
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Malaria Mayhem
GATHER:
Hang up a map of Africa with the countries in which the ELCA Malaria Campaign is at
work highlighted. You can find and print the map at www.ELCA.org/malaria/resources
or look in the Helpful Handouts section. Start out by inviting the children to share what
they remembered from yesterday. Explain to the children that our church, the ELCA,
partners with other churches in 13 African countries. We partner in a lot of ways, but
one really important partnership is joining with them to fight malaria together. For our
part of the partnership, we agreed to raise $15 million to support their efforts. That is a
lot of money, but we’ve already raised (at the point of writing) more than $11 million! We
only have $4 million left to go — that’s one dollar per ELCA member!
Because Lutheran congregations in Africa understand their communities, they know
best what needs to happen to help fight malaria in their own communities. Today we’re
going to learn more about these countries and people who live there.

Activities
LEARNING THE
COUNTRIES
Using the map in the front of the room, go
through the names of the countries in which
the ELCA Malaria Campaign is at work
several times until the children can repeat
the names back to you. Pass out maps of
Africa with the countries highlighted. Have
the children work in groups to try to label
the countries themselves using the map in
the front. Decorate their maps with crayons,
pens or colored pencils.
Find an outline of an Africa map in the
Helpful Handouts section.
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Activities (continued)

GAMES
Just like children in the United States, African children love to play games. Two games that
are popular in African countries are Mancala and Soccer.

MANCALA

SOCCER

Mancala is an ancient board game that is still popular
in many African countries today. There are many
different versions of the game; here is one simple
version.

Small stones, marbles, coins, etc.
(48 pieces per pair)

Called “football” in many countries, soccer is
one of the most popular sports in the world.
Requiring only a ball, it is especially popular
in places where sports equipment is limited.
Odds are good that most of the children
will be familiar with soccer and many will
have played competitively. Because of this
familiarity, remind the children that the point
of this game is to have fun.

Small cups or bowls
(1 per player) to act as the “store”

Materials Needed:

Materials Needed:
Empty egg cartons (one per pair)

Instructions:

Large open space to run around

1.

Something to mark goals (sweatshirts,
cones, etc.)

Set the stores up at either ends of the egg cartons.
Place four pieces in each of the 12 holes of the
carton. Players sit across from each other with the
egg carton long-ways between them. Their store
is the one to their right.

Instructions:

The game begins with one player picking up all of
the pieces in any one of the holes on their side.

1.

Set up two goals on either end of the field
with six or so feet between them.

3. Moving counter-clockwise, the player deposits
one of the stones in each hole until the stones run
out.

2.

Divide the group into two teams.

2.

4.

If you run into your own store, deposit one piece
in it. If you run into your opponent’s store, skip it.

5.

If the last piece you drop is in your own store, you
get a free turn.

6. If the last piece you drop is in an empty hole on
your side, you capture that piece and any pieces
in the hole directly opposite.
7.

Always place all captured pieces in your store.

8. The game ends when all six spaces on one side of
the Mancala board are empty.
9. The player who still has pieces on his side of the
board when the game ends captures all of those
pieces.
10. Count all the pieces in each store. The winner is
the player with the most pieces.
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A ball (does not need to be a soccer ball)

3. Players must try to get the ball through
the goal without using their hands.

PROCESSING THE ACTIVITY:
How are the games that children in Africa
play the same as the games you play? How
are they different? What other similarities
and differences do you have? (Highlight both
positive and negative differences. We can learn
a lot from our sisters and brothers in Africa
about community and supporting each other.)

FAMILY AROUND THE WORLD

DAY 3

CRAFTS

CUP SHAKERS

MOSQUITO PUPPETS

Materials Needed:

Materials Needed:

Make shakers out of paper cups to play
during worship.

These bendy puppets are based on the street
art popular in South African markets.

Scissors

Small paper cups (two per person)
(paper plates work well too)

Reproducible Template

Dry beans

Cardboard or heavyweight cardstock

Hot glue (or stapler, if you’re using
paper plates)

Markers or paint for decorating
Brads (split pins)

Paint or markers, glitter, glue,
stickers, streamers, etc.

Hole punch

Instructions:
Place a handful of beans in the bottom
of a paper cup. Using a hot glue gun or
staplers, trace a thin line of glue around
the lip of the cup and place another cup
on top to form a shaker. Decorate the
shaker using paint, markers, glitter,
streamers, stickers, etc. Use the shaker
to accompany the singing during closing
worship.

Instructions:
1.

Cut out the shapes of the reproducible
template found in the Helpful Handouts
section and trace them onto the cardboard
or cardstock.

2.

Cut the shapes out of the cardboard

3. Decorate them using the markers or paint
4.

Make holes in the cardboard using the
hole punch

5.

Attach the shapes together using the brads
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FAMILY AROUND THE WORLD

Snack and Story
SNACK: Waakye and Kelewele
(or Bananas and Pineapple)

These two Ghanaian dishes are representative of much of West African cuisine. They make an excellent meal in
and of themselves, but also make great sides; they would be a great accompaniment for roast chicken. In true
West African fashion, these dishes are usually served with spicy condiments; while the kelewele already packs
a little heat, the waakye benefits greatly from a generous dash of hot sauce!

For the kelewele:
Ingredients:
4 plantains (if plantains are
unavailable, green bananas are
a passable substitute)
2 Tbsp. lemon juice

For the waakye
(pronounced “WAH-che”):

Ingedients:
One 16 oz. bag of dried beans,
such as black beans, kidney
beans, or black eyed peas
16 oz. of long grain rice
Water (amount will vary)
Salt, to taste
Directions:
Remove the beans from packaging
and allow them to soak in cold water
overnight. Before cooking, drain off
the water, put the beans in a clean pot,
and re-cover with water. Bring to a boil,
salt the water and let the beans cook
15 minutes or until soft enough to eat.
Add the rice, return to a boil, reduce to
a simmer and cover as the rice cooks.
Check the rice regularly during cooking;
add more water as necessary until the
rice is finished cooking.
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Cooking oil (palm oil
is the most authentic,
but vegetable or
peanut oil also works)
1 tsp Salt
1/2 tsp Cayenne Pepper
1/2 tsp Ginger, preferably
freshly grated, though
powdered is fine
Directions:
Fill a deep skillet, pot, or wok halfway full of cooking oil
and heat to 350 degrees. As the oil heats, dice the plantains.
Place the diced plantain in a bowl with the lemon juice, salt
and spices; stir to combine. When the oil is hot, fry the diced
plantain in batches until golden brown on all sides, then
remove from the oil and let drain on a plate lined with paper
towels.
Another popular treat in Africa is fresh fruit. Simply cut up
bananas and pineapple and serve.

FAMILY AROUND THE WORLD

DAY 3

STORY: Mimi’s Village, Part 3
Leader’s Guide for Reading “Mimi’s Village”
“Mimi’s Village, And How Basic Health Care Transformed It.” By Katie Smith Milway, illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes. CitizenKid.
Kids Can Press: Tonawanda, N.Y. 2012.

INTRODUCTION:
We continue reading the story “Mimi’s Village, And How Basic Health Care Transformed It.” In Mimi’s
Village, we meet a little girl living in a rural village in Kenya. Mimi likes to play with her brother,
Wafula, and her little sister, Nakkissi. Mimi also helps her parents by collecting water for her family and
looking out for Nakkissi. Mimi’s village faces some health challenges: their source of water is far away
and sometimes contaminated, and diseases like malaria are ever-present. In this book, the people of
Mimi’s village work together to build and stock a clinic, and Mimi and her family learn safe and healthy
behaviors. Since it’s a long book, we suggest you break it up into three sections as described below.

ACTIVITY IDEA:
• Preparation: Create a blank bulletin board that will represent Mimi’s village in western Kenya. Each
short chapter of “Mimi’s Village” offers new details to be added to the mural.
• Activity: Give the children a brief outline of the story so they will understand their part of it. Then
break children up into three or four groups. Each group draws, colors and cuts out the items for one
one of today’s chapters. Gather together again, and read today’s chapters. After their chapter, the
children from each group add their items to the mural, perhaps discussing where the items belong
(i.e., the clinic is far away from the village, etc.).

DAY 3: READ CHAPTERS 8-11
• A clinic for Mimi’s village
• A healthy birth
• Healthy habits
• A healthy village

A CLINIC FOR MIMI’S VILLAGE
• In the ELCA Malaria Campaign, Lutherans in the ELCA are working together with Lutherans in
Africa; we’re sharing the responsibility for making malaria history. In the ELCA, our job is to raise the
money, and in Africa, our Lutheran friends are using that money to make malaria programs to help
their neighbors. (We call our relationship “accompaniment,” or “walking together.”)
• People in Mimi’s village have worked hard to build a clinic. They also have formed an advocacy group
that helped to leverage clinic supplies. They get together and celebrate!
• Music is an important part of the lives of Mimi’s neighbors, and it is also an important part of
Lutheran malaria programs in Africa. Choirs sing songs to teach their neighbors about malaria
prevention and control.
• Lutheran malaria programs are also helping to bring malaria care to the local level, like Mimi’s
village did.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: a clinic inside Mimi’s village, musical instruments
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FAMILY AROUND THE WORLD

Snack and Story (continued)
STORY: Mimi’s Village, Part 3 (continued)
A HEALTHY BIRTH
• Babies and young children (under 5 years old) do not have a fully developed
immune system. That means they are more vulnerable to getting malaria —
and to dying from it.
• Jomo got a very good start in life — he was born in a clinic, with Nurse Tela to
help his mother. With a clinic so close to home, he can get malaria treatment
quickly every time he gets sick.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: healthy baby Jomo

HEALTHY HABITS
• It may be tempting to use bed nets for other purposes, so education is necessary
to help people understand how — and why — to use them against mosquitoes.
• A mosquito net costs about $10, and can protect families while they sleep! People
who live in places where there is malaria should sleep under a mosquito net
every night.
Items to add to Mimi’s village: mosquito nets — enough for everyone!

A HEALTHY VILLAGE
• Village health teams are an integral part of the programs supported by the
ELCA Malaria Campaign! Trained volunteers educate others, administer rapid
diagnostic tests for malaria, and distribute medicine to heal people when they’re
sick. Community members take care of each other!
Items to add to Mimi’s village: a village health team
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DAY 4

together we can do more

Opening Skit: together
[Marla and Plasmo walk on stage completely tied up in string]
Marla:

Help, help, I’m all tied up!

Leader: Hey, Marla, what happened to you? [Goes over
and helps to untie them; Plasmo hisses]
Marla:

Well, I’ve been thinking a lot about what we
talked about yesterday, about how everyone all
over the world can make a difference in fighting
malaria [Plasmo hisses]. And it got me thinking
about what I could do. So I thought I could give
some money, but I looked in my potato-bug
bank and I only had thirty-seven cents.

Leader: Pardon me a second, your potato-bug bank?
Don’t you mean a piggy bank?
Marla:

No, pigs are way too big! That would be as big as
a house! Piggy bank, that’s crazy!

Leader: Oh, I guess, relatively. Anyway, you were
saying?
Marla:

Right, so I looked in my potato-bug bank,
but I only had thirty-seven cents, so that
didn’t really help much. And then I thought
well, I could make a sign that would teach
people about the ELCA Malaria Campaign
and how they can get involved, but I’m
not really good at spelling, because we
don’t learn spelling at mosquito school.

Leader: And what do you learn at mosquito school?
Marla:

Oh, you know, buzzing, flying, swimming
in stagnant water, stuff like that. Actually,
[proudly] I was captain of the flying team at my
school! And I got straight A’s in buzzing. I am a
really good buzzer, want to hear? BUZZZZZZZ!

Leader: You are a good buzzer!
Marla:
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I am, but I’m not good at spelling, so I couldn’t
make a sign. And then I thought I’d draw a
picture and hang it up with this string, but then
I got all tangled up and [sighs], then you found
me. So now I don’t know what to do. I just don’t
think I’ll be able to do anything to help the ELCA
Malaria Campaign!

Leader: Actually, that sounds like a lot you
could do! The problem is you’re trying
to do it all by yourself. But if we all
work together, I think you’ve got the
makings of a great project there.
Marla:

Really?

Leader: Yes! Thirty-seven cents may not
seem like a lot, but if all of us gave
thirty-seven cents, it would add up
quickly. And you may not be very
good at spelling, but I bet one of
these children is. [To the audience]
Are any of you good at writing or
spelling? Could you help Marla make
a sign? [To Marla] See, any of those
children could help. And because
you’re good at flying and buzzing
you could fly up to hang it up and
you could attract people’s attention
to the sign by buzzing. And that’s
something that none of us could do.
Marla:

You really think so?

Leader: I do! Today we’re going to hear a
story all about some people who
wanted to take their friend to be
healed by Jesus, but they couldn’t get
through the crowd. So they all worked
together and their friend got healed.
Jesus even said, “For where two or
three are gathered in my name ...”
Marla:

“I am there among them!” Wow,
that’s some pretty great news.
I’m glad I don’t have to do it all on
my own, but I have all of you to
help! I’m going to rush off right
now and practice my flying and
buzzing! [Marla and Plasmo exit]

together we can do more

DAY 4

venture: where two or three are Gather
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Bible Text: Mark 2:3-12
LESSON FOCUS:
When their friend was paralyzed, this group of friends brought him to Jesus so
Jesus could heal him. Like these friends, we too can join with other friends in our
communities and around the world to help bring healing.

MEMORY VERSE:
Matthew 18:20 “For where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among
them.”

GATHER:
Write down the Bible Memory Verse and post it in a visible location in the room. As the
children come in, invite them to sit in a circle. Welcome them and invite them to share
what they remember of today’s memory verse. Affirm all answers, then direct their
attention to the sign and have everyone read it together.
What are some communities that you are a part of? Families, church groups, sports
teams, friends, etc.
Do you experience God’s love through these groups? How?

OPEN THE BIBLE:
Our Bible story today is about how a group of friends helped their sick friend get
better by bringing him to Jesus. Read Mark 2:3-12.
What was keeping their friend from being healed and what did the friends do to
help him? There was a big crowd around Jesus, but the friends lowered him through a
hole in the roof.
Have you ever helped a friend who needed you? Has a friend ever helped you?
How did it feel to get help? How did it feel to give help?
Yesterday we talked about being a part of a global family. Do you remember some
ways we help our global family? Some ways our global family helps us?
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together we can do more

Bible Adventure: where two or

three are gathered (continued)

APPLY THE SCRIPTURE:
Invite the children to think of some activities that need two or more people. Tag
or Duck-Duck-Goose are examples that work well. Have the children describe
the rules of the game. Now invite the children to spread out and try to work out
how to play the game by themselves. Was it fun? Now have them pair up and try
again. More or less fun? Finally, play a few rounds with the whole group. Why
was it better with everyone together? Apply it to the ELCA Malaria Campaign.
What could each of them accomplish individually? (Highlight that each child
CAN make a difference individually.) How about when they all work together?
How about when the whole ELCA works together? How about when the whole
world works together?

SEND:
Invite the children to sit back down in a circle. Lead a brief review. What did they
learn about today? What was the memory verse? What does it mean to them to
be part of a global family? How does the family support them, and how do they
support the family?

CLOSING PRAYER:
Dear Jesus, thank you for always being with us, when we are alone
and when we gather together with others. Thank you especially for
the communities who help us know you better. Amen.
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Malaria Mayhem

DAY 4

GATHER:
Invite the children to share what they’ve learned so far. See if anyone remembers the names of the
countries where the ELCA Malaria Campaign is at work and can locate them on the map.
Today the focus is on helping the children see what they can accomplish when they work together.

Activities
WEB-BUILDING ACTIVITY

MORE TEAM-BUILDING
ACTIVITIES

Materials Needed:

No materials required!

Large ball of yarn
Inflated balloons
Instructions:
One participant holds on to the end of the yarn,
and then throws the ball of yarn to another
person (while continuing to hold on!). The
second person holds on to the yarn and throws
the ball to a third person not the person right
next to them. At this point, a web has begun to
form but it is very sparse — it should just be a
V-shape.
Ask the children if the web is strong enough to
hold up the balloons — it isn’t; the balloons all
slip through the cracks and float to the ground.
Continue to build the web by having each
participant hold on to the yarn and pass the ball
to another person in the circle. Eventually the
web is dense enough to hold up the balloons.
The lesson of this activity is that when more
people work together, the work gets easier.
Add a layer of complexity by giving the group
more complex instructions like “use your web
to move the balloon into this bucket” or “keep
multiple balloons in the air simultaneously,” to
encourage even more teamwork.

PROCESSING THE ACTIVITY:
Why weren’t you able to hold the balloon the
first time you tried? What made it possible to
move the balloon? What was difficult about this
activity? What was easy?

1. HUMAN KNOT: Participants stand in a circle. Using
their right hands first, they join hands with someone in
the circle who is NOT standing right next to them. Then
using their left hands, they join hands with a different
person. The team then works together to untangle the
knot, without letting go of each other’s hands. This is a
good exercise for teamwork and communication.
2. TEAM MACHINE: Divide children into teams of four
or five. Assign each team a familiar machine to “build”
using their bodies — each kid plays one part of the
machine. Suggestions: a washing machine, car, vacuum
cleaner, toaster, laptop computer, alarm clock, etc. Give
them a few minutes to talk with each other and decide
what to do. Then have each team build their machine,
and let the other teams guess what it is!
3. LINE-UP ACTIVITY: Have participants line up in a
straight line. Then ask them to rearrange themselves
in a line in order of their birthdays (month and day).
They need to do this without saying a word! They will
find creative ways to express themselves, including
sign language and nudges. Variations could be
lining up in alphabetical order by first name or by
height. For additional difficulty or for older children,
some participants can be blindfolded. This exercise
emphasizes teamwork and communication.

PROCESSING THE ACTIVITY:
What made these activities more difficult? What made
them easier? How did you communicate with each other
at first? How did your communications change as the
activities went along? How do you use teamwork to solve
problems in your life? How is the ELCA Malaria Campaign
an example of teamwork?
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together we can do more

CRAFTS

THROUGH
THE ROOF
DIORAMA
Materials Needed:
Shoebox or cardboard box
(one per child, or one per
small group)
	
  
Reproducible template
Scissors
Markers
Glue
Yarn

VILLAGE MURAL

Note: If you are reading Mimi’s Village
during Snack and Story time on Days
1-3, you may choose not to create
an additional mural. You can do the
dioramas instead!
Materials Needed:
Large strip of butcher paper
Markers
Instructions:
Have the children work together to
create a mural depicting an African
village. What’s the layout of the village?
What do the houses look like? Where is
the water source, the school, medical
clinic? As you discuss all the various
parts, talk about how the ELCA Malaria
Campaign and ELCA World Hunger
are supporting efforts in all these
areas (providing clean drinking water,
agriculture projects with ELCA World
Hunger, medical clinics and providing
bed nets, medicine and community
education around malaria and other
diseases). An alternative would be
to make a very simple village and
keep the component pieces separate.
Throughout the week or as money
is raised, you could attach the other
pieces (wells, school, clinic, etc.) as a
way to track progress.

Instructions:
1.

Color the template of the paralyzed man, Jesus, the
crowd and the friends

2.

Cut the figures out

3. Cut a hole in the side of the shoebox for the paralyzed
man to be lowered through
4.

Glue the figures into the shoebox

5.

Glue yarn to the corners of the paralyzed man figure and
attach the yarn to the underside of the cut out, so that he
is being “lowered” to Jesus

6. Add any additional details that you wish!

ELCA MALARIA
CAMPAIGN DIORAMA
Materials Needed:
Shoebox
Blank Paper
Scissors
Markers
Glue
Instructions:
Follow the instructions for the diorama above, but
have the children create their own figurines that tell a
story about the ELCA Malaria Campaign. They could
demonstrate bed nets hanging in a house, someone
teaching classes on community health, a clinic where
people can get medicine, people in the ELCA learning
about/supporting the campaign, etc.
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DAY 4

Snack and Story
SNACK: Stone Soup
A recipe for stone soup is provided in the book recommended below.
Assign each child or family to bring in a soup ingredient on Day 3:
tomatoes, carrots, celery, onions, broccoli, turnips, pasta, spices, etc.
Have an adult volunteer make the soup that evening. Stone soup is
served as the snack on Day 4. (If you don’t want to serve soup, consider
making a “stone salad” or a “stone fruit salad” instead!)

STORY: Stone Soup
Leader’s Guide for reading “Stone Soup”
“Stone Soup.” Retold by Heather Forest, illustrated by Susan Gaber. August House Little Folk. 1998.

INTRODUCTION:
We recommend the version of this old folk tale written by Heather Forest and illustrated by Susan
Gaber. In the story, two hungry travelers arrive in a village where the people refuse to share. By
cooking “stone soup,” the travelers teach the villagers how to create a delicious feast: the magical
ingredient is sharing! We love this version of “Stone Soup” because the illustrations are lovely, the
village population is very diverse and the book includes a recipe for stone soup, today’s suggested
snack. The author’s note says, “This contemporary version of “Stone Soup” takes place in a village
located anywhere that people learn about the pleasures of sharing.” We hope that your congregation
will be one of those places!

ACTIVITY IDEA:
Assign each child or family to bring in a soup ingredient on Day 3: tomatoes, carrots, celery, onions,
broccoli, turnips, pasta, spices, etc.
Discuss how the preparation of stone soup teaches children about today’s theme: “Together we
can do more.”
• Would the soup taste good if your ingredient were the only ingredient? No!
• But it tastes great when all of the ingredients come together.
• When we all bring just one thing, we can make plenty of soup — enough to share.
• When we give just a little bit, we can make a big difference in someone’s life — just like with
the ELCA Malaria Campaign!
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DAY 5

LOVE IN ACTION

Opening Skit: Action!
[Marla and Plasmo enter to buzzing sound,
Marla looks sad, Plasmo pleased]

Marla:

Leader: Hey, Marla, why so glum? Aren’t you
having a good time at Vacation Bible
School?

Leader: It doesn’t take a lot of money to
make a difference. Just $1 can buy
a malaria test, to find out if a sick
person has malaria. And $2 can
provide life-saving medicine; $10
can buy a bed net. Every gift, big or
little, makes a difference. And Jesus
sees everything we do equally. In
Jesus’ eyes, every gift is the most
important gift of all, because it’s
the one that we give. I know it
can be discouraging to wait, but I
promise you that all of this makes a
huge difference for our sisters and
brothers in Africa. And one day, if
we all keep working together and
helping each other, we really can
make malaria history! And Plasmo
will be gone forever.

Marla:

I’ve been having a great time! And
I’ve learned so much. All about
Jesus and how he loves us. And
how we can show Christ’s love by
working together. I learned about
how malaria says STOP, but Jesus
says GO. And how we have family
all over the world. I learned about
how each of us has special gifts and
when we share our gifts we can do
great things.

Leader: That sounds like a lot of learning. So
why are you still sad?
Marla:

Well, it’s just, Plasmo’s still here. I
thought if I learned all this stuff and
did all this stuff then he would just
magically go away.

Leader: Ah, I see. Yes, malaria is a big
problem, and it doesn’t just go
away all of a sudden. But even if
we cannot just snap our fingers
and make malaria history, that
doesn’t mean that the work that we
do doesn’t make a huge difference
right now.
Marla:

Really, like what?

Leader: Remember the story people you
made at craft time on the second
day? Those were all real children
with real stories whose lives have
been made better. Every dollar we
raise is another dollar making a
direct difference in someone’s life.
And every person we tell about the
campaign is one more person who
can join us.
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Marla:

But a dollar is just a dollar, I still
don’t see how this helps.

Thanks for the encouragement; I
feel a lot better. And Plasmo even
seems to be feeling a little bit scared
with all this talk about all of the
ways to put our love into action! I
can’t wait to see what else we learn
today! [Marla and Plasmo exit]

LOVE IN ACTION

DAY 5

Bible Adventure: Every Gift
Bible Text: Luke 21:1-4
LESSON FOCUS:
Every gift is a blessing to God. How can we share all the things we’ve learned this week
with the world?

MEMORY VERSE:
1 John 3:18 “Little children, let us love, not in word or speech, but in truth and action.”

GATHER:
Write down the Bible Memory Verse and post it in a visible location in the room. As the
children come in, invite them to sit in a circle. Welcome them and invite them to share what
they remember of today’s memory verse. Affirm all answers, then direct their attention to
the sign and have everyone read it together.
Spend some time reflecting on the things they’ve learned this week. What was new for
them? What was surprising? What makes them hopeful?

OPEN THE BIBLE:
Marla has been struggling all week with feeling small, like she doesn’t have very
much to offer. Today I want to share a story with you about someone else who didn’t
seem to have very much to offer to God. Read Luke 21:1-4.
The widow put in much less than the rich people, but what did Jesus say about the
widow’s gift? That it was worth more because she had less.
What does this tell us about what Jesus thinks of what we have to offer? Jesus cares
more about the thought behind what we give than the size of the gift. It is more important
to give openly.
Talk about some little gifts that make a big difference. A smile or a hug can make someone’s
whole day brighter. Helping a little brother or sister with homework could help them for
their future. One dollar can buy a malaria test, two dollars can buy life-saving medication
for a child with malaria and $10 can buy a mosquito net that would help prevent them from
getting malaria in the first place.
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LOVE IN ACTION

Bible Adventure: EVERY GIFT (co

ntinued)

APPLY THE SCRIPTURE:
One gift children can give is to share everything they’ve learned this week. Help
the children come up with a creative way to share their knowledge with the
congregation. Have them work together to create a skit or a poster that teaches
everything they’ve learned about the ELCA Malaria Campaign and how it makes
a difference in the world. Have the children share their skits during the closing
worship service or at a Sunday worship service. Hang the posters in the narthex
or fellowship hall. Encourage parents who come to the closing service and
congregation members on Sunday to pay attention to the skits or posters and ask
the children questions about everything they learned and did.
Alternate: For older children, create an action plan for how they want to continue
to support the work of the ELCA Malaria Campaign throughout the rest of the
year. Maybe they can plan to have their congregation take part in World Malaria
Sunday in April or host an Infestation fundraiser. The Congregation Action Kit
(available at www.ELCA.org/malaria/resources) has great suggestions for how
they can get started.

SEND:
Invite the children to sit back down in a circle. Lead a brief review. What was the
memory verse? What did they learn about today? What did they learn about this
week? How do they see Jesus working in their lives? In their congregation? In
the world?

CLOSING PRAYER:
Dear Jesus, we give you thanks for all the amazing ways you are at work
in the world. Thank you for using us, our hands, our hearts, our lives to
support our sisters and brothers all over the globe. And thank you for the
ways in which our sisters and brothers teach us more about you. Amen.
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DAY 5

GATHER:
Invite the children to reflect on everything they’ve learned and done this week. Use
this last session together to reinforce learning and help them think about how to take
everything they’ve learned and share it.

Activities
MALARIA JUNIOR JEOPARDY

Use this fun Jeopardy-style game to review everything the group has learned this week.
Download the game at www.ELCA.org/malaria/resources (game requires Microsoft
PowerPoint). Using a laptop and projector, project the game on a blank wall or use an old sheet to
create a screen. Or create your own game surface using sheets of colored paper taped to a wall.
Divide the group into teams and have fun prizes for everyone.

SHARE YOUR GIFTS

If the class did not do the “Applying the Scripture” activity during Bible study or if they need more
time, this is a great time to work on it. Have the students create a poster or skit to share everything
they learned this week about malaria, the work of the ELCA Malaria Campaign, and how they can
get involved. Older children can create a plan to continue supporting the campaign into the future.
Use the Congregation Action Kit (available at www.ELCA.org/malaria/resources) for some ideas
on how to get started.

CRAFTS
MALARIA FUND JARS
Materials Needed:
Assorted empty (clean) jars;
mason jars work well
Blank paper cut into strips to
fit the jars
Glue
Markers, pens, glitter, stickers, etc.
Pennies

Instructions:
Decorate the strips of paper with themes about the
ELCA Malaria Campaign. Glue the strips of paper to the
jars or tie ribbons or decorate with stickers. Give each
child two pennies to start their ELCA Malaria Campaign
fund. Send the jars home with the children or use them
in worship for people to collect change in support of the
ELCA Malaria Campaign.
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LOVE IN ACTION

CRAFTS (continued)
INFESTATION
Materials Needed:
Reproducible mosquito template (see the Helpful
Handouts section)
Markers
Instructions:
One simple fundraising idea that has worked well is to host a mosquito infestation. Before you
begin, pick a fundraising goal, taking into account the time frame and size of your congregation.
You could do this on the Sunday after vacation Bible school or for a period of time in the future.
Share the goal with the children.
Using the template, photocopy as many mosquitoes as you need to reach your goal. Have the
children decorate them.
Hang the mosquitoes in the sanctuary, narthex, fellowship hall or anywhere they will draw
attention. Invite members of the congregation to purchase the mosquitoes for $1, $2, $5, etc., with
the money going toward the congregational goal.

Snack and Story
SNACK:
Love your neighbor cookies
Ingredients:
Heart cookie cutter
Sugar cookie dough or premade sugar cookies
Frosting
Sprinkles, red hot candies, etc.
Directions:
Have children decorate heart-shaped cookies. But instead of
decorating their own cookie, each child is to make a cookie for
their neighbor. Give them a few minutes to talk first, so that they
have a chance to share what they like and do not like. Encourage
the children to try and make the best possible cookie for their
neighbor.
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LOVE IN ACTION

DAY 5

Snack and Story

STORY: Little Things Make Big Differences
Leader’s Guide for reading “Little Things Make Big Differences”
“Little Things Make Big Differences: A Story about Malaria.” By the Rev. John Nunes and Monique Nunes, illustrated by Mark
Schroder. Concordia: St. Louis. 2010.

INTRODUCTION:
This book introduces us to Rehema, who lives with her brother, Agape, and her parents in a village in
Tanzania. When she was a baby, Rehema got malaria. Now she loves to hear her parents tell the story
of how she survived. The story teaches us a lot about mosquitoes and malaria, and about how children
in the United States can get involved in the fight against malaria in Africa.
Please note: This story was written by John and Monique Nunes; John is the past President and CEO of Lutheran
World Relief. “Little Things Make Big Differences” was written to help promote the efforts of the Lutheran Malaria
Initiative, which is a malaria campaign of Lutheran World Relief and the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.
The Lutheran Malaria Initiative is separate from the ELCA Malaria Campaign, but we are working together
in Tanzania, where this story takes place! The Lutheran malaria program in Tanzania is being implemented
by Lutheran World Relief and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanzania. The ELCA Malaria Campaign is
supporting the malaria work in Tanzania with gifts totaling $750,000.

You can learn more about the two campaigns by visiting their websites:
• ELCA Malaria Campaign: www.ELCA.org/malaria
• Lutheran Malaria Initiative: www.lutheranmalaria.org

DISCUSSION:
• Where do Rehema and her family live? (Find Tanzania on the map.)
• What is it like there? (Tanzania has tall mountains and beaches and warm weather and lots of
animals that we see in the zoo.)
• Explore commonalities. (Family life, food, playing with friends, going to the doctor when
you’re sick, parents who take care of you, etc.)
• Explore differences: how is Rehema’s life different from yours? (Her mommy is a farmer and
my mommy works in an office, they had to walk to the doctor and we drive in the car, she lives
in a place where mosquito bites are more dangerous, etc.)
• What happened when Rehema got malaria when she was a baby? (Her parents carried her to
the clinic, the doctor gave her medicine and taught her family about malaria.)
• How can children in Africa stay safe from malaria? (Sleep under a mosquito net, clear away
areas of standing water, go to the doctor right away when they feel sick.)
• How can we help our friends in Africa take care of their families and keep them safe? (Pray for
our sisters and brothers in Africa, raise money for the ELCA Malaria Campaign, teach others
about malaria.)
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Facts about Malaria
What is malaria?
• Malaria is caused by the parasite Plasmodium, which in humans grows first in the liver and then
spreads to the red blood cells.

• Once the parasite reaches the blood of an infected person, it can be picked up through the bite of
the female Anopheles mosquito. Inside the mosquito, the parasite moves to the insect’s salivary
glands, where it can be passed to the next person the insect bites.

• Since mosquitoes lay their eggs in standing water, cleaning up stagnant water is crucial to malaria
prevention.

What are the effects of malaria on a community and the world?
• 3.3 billion people in the world — about half of the world’s population — live in areas of malaria
transmission. About 90 percent of all malaria deaths occur in 30 different countries in subSaharan Africa.

• The World Health Organization reported 207 million cases of malaria in 2012. Every 60 seconds a
child in Africa dies of malaria, accounting for 22 percent of all childhood deaths.

• Countries with high rates of malaria transmission experience as much as a 1.3 percent decrease in
their gross domestic product.

• Concerted efforts to contain malaria are making a difference. The World Health Organization
reported that malaria mortality rates have fallen by 33 percent worldwide and by 49 percent in
Africa since 2000.

What are the symptoms of malaria?
• Common symptoms of malaria include fever, chills, sweating, headaches, nausea and vomiting,
body aches and general malaise. If left untreated, or if infections recur, malaria can cause worse
complications, such as organ failure, anemia, respiratory distress and death.

• People whose immune systems are compromised — pregnant women, infants, the elderly, those
living in poverty or those living with HIV and AIDS — are most vulnerable to the lethal effects of
malaria.

Malaria treatment and prevention
• Malaria is completely treatable if the right drugs are used. Treating malaria promptly is important
both for the health of the person and to prevent the transmission of the disease to others.

• Two anti-malarial drugs currently in use are quinine, which is derived from the cinchona tree in
South America (in use since the 17th century) and artemisinin, which is derived from the qinghao
plant in China (in use since the fourth century). These are two of the many drugs that help treat
malaria. Artemisinin-based treatments, used in combination, are recommended in treating the
strain of malaria that is most prevalent in sub-Saharan Africa.

• Malaria can be prevented with insecticide-treated nets and by spraying inside the house. These
prevention techniques benefit the entire community. As the number of mosquitoes decreases, so do
the cases of malaria, even for those people not protected by a bed net.
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Decorating Ideas

Decorate your church for Catch the Buzz vacation Bible school!
Some ideas:
• ELCA Malaria Campaign posters

•

Visit www.ELCA.org/malaria/resources to view and order posters

•

African village themes: Create murals that depict life in African villages. Hang pictures of
animals that are found in Africa.

•

Reproduce and cut out the mosquitoes from the template in the back of
this section. Hang mosquitoes around the meeting space.

•

Hang netting or tulle over doorframes to create “malaria-free
zones” in classrooms or other spaces.

•

Screen tents make great spaces for quiet reflection.

•

Display African fabrics and baskets.

Where to buy nets:
Mosquito nets can be purchased from online retailers such as
Amazon.com or at military surplus stores or camping/outdoor stores.
Coghlan’s is one company that makes nets; there are many others.
Netting or tulle from a fabric store can also make great nets.
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Water-Based Activities
Facing a particularly hot day? Use some of these great water-based activities to cool off and
keep the learning and fun on.

WATER-BASED MOSQUITO TAG
Place a few inches of water in a tub or wading pool. Several yards away, hang a mosquito bed
net near the ground. One player, the “it mosquito,” squats in the tub. The other players run
around the tub. When the facilitator yells, “It’s nighttime!” the mosquito jumps out of the tub
and tries to “bite” the other players by tagging them. The other players run to get under the
net where they are safe. However, the net can only protect four players! Players tagged by
the mosquito get malaria and must sit down. Play ends when the mosquito gives malaria to
everyone.
Teaching Point: Sleeping under an insecticide-treated long-lasting bed net can protect from
mosquito bites that cause malaria. You can help protect someone in Africa by giving $10, which
covers the price of a bed net, training in its use, and education about malaria.

LARVA SCOOP
Fill a wading pool with water. Float 36 (or more!) foam S-shaped “packing peanuts” in the
water. Provide two small strainers or nets used in fish tanks and two buckets. Children pair up.
When the facilitator says, “Go!” scoop the mosquito larvae (packing peanuts) out of the water
and dump them in your bucket as quickly as you can before they become adult mosquitoes. It’s
difficult to stop mosquitoes from breeding, so keep one hand behind your back at all times! The
player who gets the most larvae into his/her bucket before the facilitator says, “Stop!” wins.
Teaching Point: Malaria is a disease caused by mosquitoes – which breed in standing water. It
is important to get rid of standing water as well as the eggs, larvae and pupae before they grow
into mosquitoes that bite!

CLEAN THIS WATER!
Fill two tubs with equal amounts of water. Stir in some dirt. Provide two small containers (e.g.,
cups or little buckets). Form two teams. Teams must empty the tub of the standing water in
which mosquitoes can breed. Each team lines up at their starting line 10 yards from their tub.
The facilitator calls, “Clean it up!” Then, each player runs to the tub, fills their container, runs
back across the line, dumps the water, hands the container to the next player, and goes to the
end of the line. The team that empties their tub of water first wins.
Teaching Point: Mosquitoes that carry the deadly disease malaria breed in standing water that
is often dirty. To prevent malaria, people need to remove standing water.
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Shopping List for Crafts and Activities
GENERAL SUPPLIES:
Children’s scissors
Paper and cardstock
Markers, colored pencils or crayons
Glue
Staplers
Stickers
Yarn
Scraps of cloth
Hole punch

OPENING DRAMAS:
Costume for Marla the Mosquito
(wings, proboscis)
Costume for Plasmo the parasite
(green clothing) Consider purchasing
a stuffed malaria parasite!:
www.giantmicrobes.com/us/products/
malaria.html
A photo album (Day 3)
String or yarn (Day 4)

CRAFTS:
Brown and white pipe cleaners and googly
eyes for pipe cleaner mosquitoes (Day 1)
Small paper plates, two per person (Day 3)
Dry beans, a few per person (Day 3)
Brads (split pins) for Day 3
Butcher paper for bulletin board mural (Day 4—
or every day, if you read “Mimi’s Village”)
One shoebox per child (Day 4)
One clean glass jar per child (Day 5)
Pennies, a few per child (Day 5)

STORIES:

(available at your local bookseller or on Amazon.com):
“Mimi’s Village, And How Basic Health Care
Transformed It.” By Katie Smith Milway, illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes. CitizenKid. (Kids
Can Press: Tonawanda, N.Y., 2012). (Days 1-3)
“Stone Soup.” Retold by Heather Forest, illustrated by Susan Gaber. (August House Little Folk:
1998). (Day 4)
“Little Things Make Big Differences: A Story
about Malaria.” By the Rev. John Nunes and
Monique Nunes, illustrated by Mark Schroder.
(Concordia: St. Louis. 2010). (Day 5)

MALARIA MAYHEM:
A small amount of glitter for “Handshake”
activity (Day 1)
A mosquito net for Malaria Tag (Day 1) and
Mosquito Madness (Day 2). Nets can be purchased
inexpensively at an outdoors or military supply store,
or online at merchants like Amazon.com, or made
from tulle or netting purchased at a fabric store.
Coghlan’s is one brand of nets we’ve used.

Supplies for Malaria Madness Mosquito Race (Day 2)
Ballooons
Toothpicks
Mosquito net (reuse from Day 1)
Tomato or cranberry juice or fruit punch
Small paper cups
Straws
A shoebox
Ping-pong balls
Painter’s tape
Stopwatch
Optional prizes

Supplies for stop/go skits in a bag (Day 2)
Funny props — it’s easiest to use what you have
on hand!
Streamers, costumes, toys, plastic containers, etc.

Supplies for mancala (Day 3)
Empty egg cartons (one per pair of children)
Small stones, marbles, coins, etc. (48 pieces per pair
of children)
Small cups or bowls (1 per player)

Supplies for web-building activity (Day 4)
Ball of yarn (can reuse from opening drama, Day 4)
Inflated balloons

Supplies for Malaria Junior Jeopardy (Day 5)
Either a laptop and projector or prepared poster board
Prizes, if desired
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Shopping List for Snacks
DAY 1 (MOSQUITO BITES):
Graham crackers (one per person)
Frosting or marshmallow crème
Toppings like nuts, cinnamon candies,
mini marshmallows or pretzels

DAY 2 (PUNCH OUT MALARIA):
Orange juice
Tonic water
Other healthy snacks: fruits and vegetables, cheese and crackers,
nuts, etc.

DAY 3 (WAAKYE AND KELEWELE OR BANANAS AND
PINEAPPLE):
Dried beans
Long grain rice
Plantains, lemon juice, salt, cayenne pepper, ginger
Or serve tropical fruit such as pineapples and bananas

DAY 4 (STONE SOUP):
Invite participants to bring soup ingredients on Day 3. Volunteers
cook the soup and bring it in to eat on Day 4!

DAY 5 (LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR COOKIES):
Heart cookie cutters
Sugar cookie dough or premade cookies
Frosting
Sprinkles, cinnamon candies, etc.
Please note: Make sure you are aware of any food allergy!
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Songs for Catch the Buzz!
Catch the Buzz! Theme Song: “I am an M”
These lyrics, sung to a familiar tune, were written by the Rev. Pete Warmanen
to lift up the ministry of the ELCA Malaria Campaign:

I am an M
I am an M-O
I am an M-O-S-Q-U-I-T-O ouch!
And I go, “buzz, buzz, buzz, buzz, buzz”
And I go, “bite, bite, bite, bite, bite”
And I spread M-A-L-A-R-I-A all day and every night!
But there’s the E, E-L-C-A
E-L-C-A Malaria Campaign today!
Raising up 15 million dollars to prevent, treat and contain
It’s the E-L-C-A M-A-L-A-R-I-A Campaign!
To the familiar tune of “I am a C.” Lyrics by the Rev. Pete Warmanen
Watch a performance of this song at
www.ELCA.org/News-and-Events/blogs/ELCAMalariaCampaign/88

GREAT SONGBOOKS FOR CHILDREN:
Augsburg Fortress has published several songbooks containing kid-friendly songs. If you are not
familiar with them, we recommend checking them out! Our VBS song recommendations come from
these resources.
• Evangelical Lutheran Worship (ELW). Augsburg: Minneapolis. 2006.
www.AugsburgFortress.org
• LifeSongs Songbook (LS). “LifeTogether: Revised Common Lectionary Resources for Christian
Living.” Augsburg: Minneapolis. 1999. www.AugsburgFortress.org
• Worship & Praise Songbook (WP). Augsburg: Minneapolis. 1999.
www.AugsburgFortress.org
• Songs for a New Creation (SNC). Augsburg: Minneapolis. 1982. This resource is out
of print, but we know it to be a favorite in many ELCA congregations, so we have
included a few suggestions from it.
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Songs for Catch the Buzz! - continued
He Came Down*

All Good Gifts Around Us

He came down that we may have love
He came down that we may have love
He came down that we may have love
Hallelujah, forevermore

All good gifts around us
Are sent from heav’n above
We thank you Lord
We thank you Lord
For all your love

(LS 4 or ELW 253)

He came down that we may have peace …
He came down that we may have joy …
He came down that we may have friends …
He came down that we may have health …

This Little Light of Mine*
(LS 32 or ELW 677)

This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine
This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine
Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine
Hide it under a basket? No!
I’m gonna let it shine
Hide it under a basket? No!
I’m gonna let it shine
Don’t let anyone (blow) it out
I’m gonna let it shine
Don’t let anyone (blow) it out
I’m gonna let it shine
Hand in hand with others? Yes!
I’m gonna let it shine
Hand in hand with others? Yes!
I’m gonna let it shine

God Gave Me a Life to Live (LS 98)
God gave me a life to live
God gave me hands with which to give
God gave a heart with which to care
God gave me love that I might share
When I am helped to see what’s good
And led to do the things I should
I thank you caring God above
For life and hands and heart and love.
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(LS 102)

Shalom (LS 107)
Shalom, my good friends
Shalom, my good friends
Shalom, shalom
(Repeat)

Love God and Your Neighbor
(LS 142)

(may be sung as a round)
Love God with your heart and your neighbor as yourself;
Love God with your mind and your neighbor as yourself;
Love God with your strength and your neighbor as yourself.

This is My Commandment
(LS 152* or SNC 33)
This is my commandment
That you love one another
That your joy may be full!
(Repeat)
This is my commandment, that you help one another…
This is my commandment, that you serve one another…
This is my commandment, that you walk with one another…

Love Canon (SNC 24)
Love, love, love, love
Christians this is our call
Love our neighbors as ourselves
For God loves us all

Songs for Catch the Buzz! - continued
Jesus Loves Me! (LS 160 or ELW 595)
Jesus loves me! this I know
For the Bible tells me so.
Little ones to him belong
They are weak but he is strong.
Yes, Jesus loves me
Yes, Jesus loves me
Yes, Jesus loves me
The Bible tells me so.
Jesus loves me! He who died
Heaven’s gates to open wide
He will wash away my sin
Let his little child come in.
Jesus loves me and loves you
So I learn to love you, too
When we journey hand in hand
We bring peace throughout the land

Jesus in the Morning (SNC 124)
Jesus, Jesus
Jesus in the morning
Jesus at the noontime
Jesus, Jesus
Jesus when the sun goes down.
Love him …
Serve him …
Thank him …
Praise him …

I’m So Glad Jesus Lifted Me
(ELW 860)

I’m so glad Jesus lifted me
I’m so glad Jesus lifted me
I’m so glad Jesus lifted me
Singing glory, hallelujah,
Jesus lifted me.

SUGGESTED SONGS,
ALPHABETICAL
All Around the World (LS 145)1,4
Bind us Together (WP 18)2
Father, I Adore You (WP 37)2
Go in Peace and Serve the Lord (WP 46)2,3
Good Soil (WP 52)2,3
Hallelujah! We Sing Your Praises (ELW 535)1,3
Hosanna! The Little Children Sing (LS 47)1
Jesus, Name Above all Names (SNC 35)2
Jesus, You Help (LS 122)1
Lord, Be Glorified (WP 89 and ELW 744)1,2,3
Lord, I Lift Your Name on High (WP 90 and ELW 857)2
Lord of the Dance (SNC 59)1,2,3
Love, love, love (LS 134 and SNC 6)1,4
Make Me a Servant (LS 137 and WP 96)2
One Bread, One Body (WP 111)3
Seek Ye First (WP 122)2
Serve the Lord (SNC 85)2,3
The Church Song (WP 135)1
To Him Who by the Pow’r (SNC 107)3
Uyaimose (Come, All You People) (ELW 819)1,3
We are Marching in the Light of God/Siyahamba
(WP148 or ELW 866)1
We are One (SNC 28)3

A note on licensing:

If you plan to reproduce the words or music for any of these songs, please
be aware of licensing concerns! Songs that are fully in the public domain
require no license. The lyrics we have reprinted here are from the public
domain; you may reprint them as well. If you choose to reproduce any
songs that are not in the public domain, you must acquire permissions.
This can be done on an individual basis in conversation with the copyright
holder, or by purchasing a license that gives you permission to reproduce
a certain collection of songs. We know that many ELCA congregations
purchase collective licenses such as Augsburg Fortress Hymns and
Songs, OneLicense, CCLI or LicenSing on an annual basis. For that reason,
we have noted which licenses apply to the songs we’re recommending.
(Some songs are available under multiple licenses.) If you’d like more
information about copyright holders for the suggested songs, please
contact the publishers of the songbooks or us at malaria@elca.org.
Licensed under OneLicense: www.OneLicense.net
Licensed under CCLI (Church Copyright License): www.CCLI.com
3
Licensed under LicenSing: www.LicenSingonline.org
4
Licensed under Augsburg Fortress Hymns and Songs: www.
AugsburgFortress.org (Please note: An Augsburg Liturgies License DOES
NOT cover this use.)
*Songs marked with an asterisk (*) are songs for which the words and
music are in the public domain, but the musical arrangement used in the
songbook is under license. In these cases the arrangements are under
OneLicense.
1

2
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MALARIA FINGER PUPPETS | ELCA Malaria Campaign
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REPRODUCIBLE STOP SIGN | ELCA Malaria Campaign
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REPRODUCIBLE STOP SIGN FOR COLORING | ELCA Malaria Campaign

ELCA Malaria Campaign | REPRODUCIBLE GO SIGN FOR COLORING
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REPRODUCIBLE MOSQUITO PUPPET PIECES | ELCA Malaria Campaign

ELCA Malaria Campaign | REPRODUCIBLE “THROUGH THE ROOF” CUT-OUTS
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“O Lord my God, I called to you
for help and you have healed me.”
– Psalm 30:2
76

DAY 1 COLORING PAGE

After leaving the synagogue [Jesus]
entered Simon’s house. Now Simon’s
mother-in-law was suffering from
a high fever, and they asked him
about her. Then he stood over her
and rebuked the fever, and it left her.
Immediately she got up and began to
serve them. As the sun was setting, all
those who had any who were sick with
various kinds of diseases brought them
to [Jesus]; and he laid his hands on each
of them and cured them. – Luke 4:38-40

“O Lord my God,
I called to you for help
and you have healed me.”
– Psalm 30:2

DAY 1 COLORING PAGE
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“[Jesus] said, ‘Whoever welcomes
one such child in my name welcomes me.’”
— Mark 9:37a
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DAY 2 COLORING PAGE

“[Jesus] said, ‘Whoever
People were bringing little children to him in order
welcomes one such
that he might touch them; and the disciples spoke
child in my name
sternly to them. But when Jesus saw this, he was
indignant and said to them, “Let the little children
welcomes me.’”
come to me; do not stop them; for it is to such as
these that the kingdom of God belongs. Truly I tell
— Mark 9:37a
you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God
as a little child will never enter it.” And he took them
up in his arms, laid his hands on them, and blessed
them. – Mark 10:13-16

DAY 2 COLORING PAGE
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“For just as the body is one
and has many members
… so it is with Christ.”
— 1 Corinthians 12:12
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DAY 3 COLORING PAGE

They devoted themselves to the apostles’
teaching and fellowship, to the breaking
of bread and the prayers. Awe came upon
everyone, because many wonders and signs
were being done by the apostles. All who
believed were together and had all things in
common; they would sell their possessions
and goods and distribute the proceeds to all,
as any had need. Day by day, as they spent
much time together in the temple, they broke
bread at home and ate their food with glad and
generous hearts, praising God and having the
goodwill of all the people. And day by day the
Lord added to their number those who were
being saved. – Acts 2:42-47

“For just as the body is one
and has many members
… so it is with Christ.”
— 1 Corinthians 12:12

DAY 3 COLORING PAGE
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“For where two or three are gathered in my name,
I am there among them.” – Matthew 18:20
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DAY 4 COLORING PAGE

Then some people came, bringing to him a paralyzed man, carried
by four of them. And when they could not bring him to Jesus because
of the crowd, they removed the roof above him; and after having dug
through it, they let down the mat on which the paralytic lay. When
Jesus saw their faith, he said to the paralytic, “Son, your sins are
forgiven.” Now some of the scribes were sitting there, questioning in
their hearts, “Why does this fellow speak in this way? It is blasphemy!
Who can forgive sins but God alone?” At once Jesus perceived in his
spirit that they were discussing these questions among themselves;
and he said to them, “Why do you raise such questions in your hearts?
Which is easier, to say to the paralytic, ‘Your sins are forgiven,’ or to
say, ‘Stand up and take your mat and walk’? But so that you may know
that the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive sins” — he said
to the paralytic — “I say to you, stand up, take your mat and go to your
home.” And he stood up, and immediately took the mat and went out
before all of them; so that they were all amazed and glorified God,
saying, “We have never seen anything like this!”– Mark 2:3-12

“For where two
or three are
gathered in my
name, I am there
among them.”
– Matthew 18:20

DAY 4 COLORING PAGE
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Little children, let us love,
not in word or speech,
but in truth and action.
– 1 John 3:18
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DAY 5 COLORING PAGE

He looked up and saw rich people putting
their gifts into the treasury; he also saw a
poor widow put in two small copper coins. He
said, “Truly I tell you, this poor widow has put
in more than all of them; for all of them have
contributed out of their abundance, but she
out of her poverty has put in all she had to live
on.” — Luke 21:1-4

Little children, let us love,
not in word or speech, but in
truth and action.
– 1 John 3:18

DAY 5 COLORING PAGE
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